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GETTING OUR

GAME
ON
AN IMPRESSIVE GROWTH
SNAPSHOT OF VICTORIA’S
DIGITAL GAMING INDUSTRY

The video game industry in Greater Victoria
is booming. With 19 studios, 240 jobs and
an estimated $24 million in local annual
spending, this sector is a growing hotbed
of activity for the Capital Regional District.

studio profile

ONE BIT LABS

With the exit of Microsoft from the Victoria gaming landscape, One Bit Labs has emerged. A team of six senior
members from Microsoft Studios Victoria have just set up shop in one of Victoria’s most historic properties, the
Carnegie Building. The new One Bit Labs studio develops games and applications for current and future devices.
Leveraging over 20 years of experience in AAA game development, One Bit Labs brings leadership from the roots
of today’s gaming industry. This team has game development experience through six generations of consoles and
modern mobile platforms. The founders of One Bit Labs are focused on emerging technologies and new models of
interaction, creating delightful experiences with a positive impact. Company President Chris Robertson, has claimed
that if you can play games on it, then his team has probably worked on it.
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A Look at the Names and Numbers
The video game industry in Greater Victoria is booming.

Victoria’s video game industry has provided significant

With 19 studios, 240 jobs and an estimated $24 million

growth in jobs. Furthermore, its revenue growth

in local spending, the video game development sector

compares favourably to the rest of the Canadian gaming

is not only a hotbed of activity in the Greater Victoria

industry and to Victoria’s larger tech sector. The video

area, but is also one of the fastest growing segments

game industry in Victoria grew from 40 jobs in 2006 to

of the economy Canada-wide . Recently Victoria has

240 jobs in 2013; adding 200 new jobs3. Victoria’s tech

seen the arrival of Kixeye, as well as the establishment

sector as a whole employs 15,000 people4.

1

of RealNetworks and Zynga through high-profile
acquisitions in 2010 and 2011. Given the mix of social,
mobile and console gaming, Victoria is well positioned
to capitalize on the growth in a global gaming market
estimated at $63 billion in 2013 and expected to hit $78
billion by 20172.

240 JOBS

19 STUDIOS
SEPT 2013

OCT 2013

NOV 2013

studio profile

DEC 2013

JAN 2014

FEB 2014

RACEROCKS 3D

It’s a sign of a successful industry when diversification is obvious and strong, supporting a variety of related, but
distinct business activities. RaceRocks 3D is a company that blends gaming and simulations in novel ways to build
creative business solutions for training and teaching purposes. Founded in 2010, the company leverages over
13 years of experience in developing blockbuster Hollywood visual effects and consumer games. Current clients
include five major aerospace corporations and major universities. RaceRocks is expanding aggressively to meet
customer demands.
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Why Here? Why Now?
The video game industry is a vibrant and desirable part

Historically Vancouver, Montreal, and Toronto have

of Victoria’s economy attracting world- class talent and

been the largest contributors to employment numbers

creativity to the workforce. Victoria has a lot to offer

in the video game industry across Canada, ranked third

the industry – everything from a high standard of living

in the world as an industry employer5. However, as the

(restaurants, outdoor recreation and lifestyle) to world-

industry has shifted focus from console-based to web/

class universities, access to talent and start-ups—but

social/mobile games, Victoria has risen to a prominent

equally important is what the video game industry has

position with as many companies as Canada’s other

to offer Victoria.

industry cluster cities such as Calgary, Ottawa, and
Quebec City.

One Bit

ESTABLISHMENT OF

Tiny Mob Games

NEW GAME STUDIOS

Tetrahedral Interactive
Microsoft Studios

IN VICTORIA

Kixeye
Velvety Couch Games

Still in Business

Minionworks Games

No Longer in Business / Sold / Acquired
Studio Acquisition or Talent Transition

Puzzled People
Zynga

Kano Apps
Backstage Technologies

RaceRocks 3D

Game House

FenderQ
Development Studio

Flock

Cedarhill Games
Disney Interactive

InLight
Entertainment

Metalhead
Software
Brain Warp
Studios

Sanctuary
Woods
Ironic
Iconic Studios

1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

studio profile

2000

2002

2004

2006

DJArts Games

2008

2010

2012

2013

DJARTS GAMES

DJArts was founded on the dream of two UVic computer science graduates – David Whittaker and Justin
Stocks – who together had hoped to open up a game development studio since they’d known each other in
high school. DJArts grew out of the success of the duo’s first game together, a casual game for Facebook,
and has grown quickly since its inception in 2008. The company is a champion of the “free gaming” model so
popular among development studios in Victoria – whereby play and platform are free but in-game purchases
(i.e. of new equipment or extra game levels) drive revenues.
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Significant Economic Impact
The video game industry makes a direct economic

art, business and engineering. Retention of post-

contribution to Greater Victoria. In 2012 there was

secondary graduates is a crucial contribution as

$568 million spent by gaming companies across BC; an

64% of game studios in Victoria intend to hire new

estimated $24 million is spent annually by the gaming

graduates within the year (compared to a 60% rate

sector in Victoria alone .The majority of expenses are

nationally). In addition, 57% of the video game firms

investments in the industry’s ability to innovate with

are currently hiring co-op students, and 86% indicated

the average studio in Victoria spending 71% of their

interest in hiring co-op students in the future. 30% of

budget on R&D .

Victoria’s gaming workforce hold degrees or diplomas

6

7

from a local college or university and 68% of current
The industry employs a well-educated and diverse

employees were hired from within Victoria – making the

workforce. It provides employees with an average

gaming sector a powerful attractor for keeping young

salary of $75,000 per year and creates jobs across

graduates in the region.8

FULL TIME JOBS IN VICTORIA’S GAMING SECTOR
400
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INLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Located in the heart of Bastion Square, InLight Entertainment is the anchor of Victoria’s video game
industry, with roots here that go back to 1991. InLight’s core management team opened Victoria’s first game
development studio 20 years ago growing to 50 people, and ran a brief stint through the 1990s under the
Disney Interactive brand. Today InLight is a leading studio in the handheld, casual and mobile gaming space
with expertise building interactive children’s entertainment for the likes of Disney, Nickelodeon, Scholastic, and
Fisher Price. InLight has also been very active in the community as a destination employer for co-op students in
computer science at UVic and Camosun College.
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Finding the Heart, Supporting the Culture
Victoria’s downtown core is packed with video game

Victoria has a very strong gamer culture which helps to

studios. Over 100 people are employed within a 2-block

support the growth of the local video game industry.

radius of Bastion Square and there are more studios in

There are many events that happen throughout

Langford and Oak Bay. Across the country similar video

the year and a local gaming cafe has opened, but

game clusters are popping up, such as Vancouver’s

the best example of the city’s video game culture is

Yaletown, Montreal’s Mile End district, and Toronto’s

GottaCon. GottaCon is an annual gaming event held in

“Junction” neighbourhood. In addition to facilitating

February. Started in 2009, the convention has grown

high quality and high frequency interactions between

from 600 to 1,600 attendees in 2013. Approximately

employees in the game sector, it is now understood

40% of GottaCon attendees are non-resident and

that these clusters are a driving force behind urban

the convention had an estimated $500,000 of local

revitalization – by stimulating local commerce and

economic impact in 2013, which is expected to increase

adding to the creative capital of neighbourhoods.

in 2014.9

Looking Ahead: A Digital Future... Right Here
Victoria’s video game sector has been growing at an

game industry taps into all of this: the desire to have

almost exponential rate and the sector is at the heart

fun, the expertise in high technology, and the creative

of a creative, collaborative new economy being built in

synthesis of bringing people and stories together. The

Victoria. It is no accident that the tech sector as a whole

video game industry is already having a positive effect

has grown to $3 billion in economic impact . The talent

on Greater Victoria, but given that the global gaming

is here, as are the ingredients attractive to knowledge

market is projected to grow from $63 billion today to

workers: music, culture, the ocean, universities, and

$78 billion by 201711, it is inspiring to imagine what the

a population base that is driven to make a difference.

industry can mean to Victoria in the future.

10

Perhaps more than any other single subsector, the video

studio profile

TINY MOB GAMES

Tiny Mob Games is the latest of several start-up success stories such as Kano/Apps and DJArts Games.
It is also the first new studio to spawn out of local giant GameHouse. Led by three video game industry
veterans including Chris Hoefgen and Game House GM Alex Mendelev who led the 2010 acquisition of
Backstage Games by RealNetworks, Tiny Mob is an indie game company specializing in mobile and social
games, and strategy titles for iOS, Android andFacebook. Since it launched in 2013 TinyMob Games has
grown dramatically in size to 15 people. This team includes veterans from some of the world’s largest gaming
companies including Electronic Arts, Microsoft Game Studios and Zynga.
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Written by Nico Hawley-Weld of Prosperity Pollinators with contributions by Eric Jordan (DJArts), Andrew WynnWilliams and Sage Baker. Input and data validation provided by members of the VIATeC Video Game Industry Round
Table which includes Kixeye, Zynga, Gamehouse, InLight, DJArts, Tiny Mob Games, Kano/Apps and Race Rocks 3D.
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Footnotes
1
A total of 19 gaming companies were in
operation in Victoria as of September 2013.
Nine companies participated in a survey
for this report, conducted between July 25
and August 6 of that year. The survey was
sent to all local companies with more than
5 employees, as well as any multinationals
with a local presence such as Microsoft.
The survey had a 100% participation rate
(though some responses were partial). The
respondents together employ over 90% of all
current employees in the sector in Victoria.
DCF Intelligence Game Market Forecast,
2013 http://www.dfcint.com/wp/?p=353

2

VIATeC 2009 economic impact study and
VIATeC 2013 article in Times Colonist
http://www.timescolonist.com/business/
victoria-s-high-tech-sector-valued-at-3billion-1.326590
4

Entertainment Software Association of
Canada (ESAC) 2009 Report
5

6
Entertainment Software Association of
Canada (ESAC) 2013 Report
http://theesa.ca/?page_id=22
7
Data from Greater Victoria video game
survey. See (i) for details.

Data from Greater Victoria video game
survey. See (i) for details.
8

Numbers for full-time employee equivalents
for 2006, 2009, 2012, and 2013 were
collected from the 2013 Victoria video game
survey. All nine studios participated. For
the predicted/anticipated number of fulltime employees by the end of 2015, some
respondents gave a range, e.g. 25-35. For
these responses, the lower bound was used,
giving a lower bound value of 376, including
indie studios. The upper bound from the
survey was 471. For the smaller indie studios
(representing 20-25 employees total) it was
assumed that the number of employees for
each remains and has remained static.
3

studio profile

Economic data from private conversations
GottaCon organizers. Attendance data from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GottaCon

9.

10

VIATeC sources

11.
DCF Intelligence Game Market Forecast,
2013 http://www.dfcint.com/wp/?p=353

KIXEYE STUDIO

Founded in 2007, KIXEYE is the global leader in online combat strategy games. KIXEYE currently has over 600
employees based in its San Francisco headquarters, along with international offices in Brisbane, Australia and
Victoria, Canada. Responsible for popular titles like Backyard Monsters, Battle Pirates, War Commander and
VEGA Conflict, KIXEYE is redefining the intersection of fidelity and accessibility to create innovative experiences for
competitive gamers.

